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If no, what tools or resources do you need?

computer

umm im not really sure

All tools were given.



What class or classes do you wish CCS could add to our online curriculum?

art

Work experience

Lunch :D

nothing

American Sign Language

free class were you do nothing

Art

maybe like outside door classes

in person work shop



I wish they could add more art classes. I think it would be fun to have multiple music classes where

you actually sing or play some sort of rhythm or something. Also language classes would be nice

since a lot of colleges want people that have had 2 years of language. Another thing that would be

nice is more art classes. I know that the circumstances for some of these classes are hard, but I feel

like it may be possible to do some things like this. Even if you had to meet for one class once a day

or every other day.

funnier classes

blue collar career paths

I really like all of my classes but it would be fun to do a technology/ ed class.

I'm not entirely sure to be honest

Spanish

debate

Soem kind of animal education class!

tax paying

More classes about college and what the different careers are like

Anatomy and stuff relating to the human body

spanish

More art / a photography / painting of some sort.

None

*New students only* Why did you choose CCS?

I had no other option, but I like it so far.

because I did not like being away from home

Because it did not have timed classes where I had to be at a class at a specific time

I chose CCS online because my other school didn't feel safe or the best option.

because it has truly helped me with my mental health and with my learning as well and how i can

take my time do what i need to do.

I'm relatively new as of November of 2020. It was the best option available.

gives me alot more time for other things

Because a few of my friends switched to CCS



i was going through a really rough patch in my life and was not mentally capable of going to in

person school. once i switched to online it really helped my mental health and i have grown to really

like doing online.

Because it was a way for me to have more freedom in the way I learn while still learning in a good

and safe environment.

My mom said it would be good

because i wanted to do online and it was best

We had heard really good things through family members who use CCS.

Better teachers

I chose CCS because I was looking for an online school and this one was one of the most

recommended.

It was recommended as a good school to my parents.

Because it had an online program and that made me feel comfortable.

Because i don't want to go to school in person.

The thing I like most about CCS is...

how easy it is to know what you have to do

The teachers

Art class

i get the help that i need when i need it

the flexibility, and the teachers

i am at home

there is always some one you can ask for help

Is that it dose not have timed classes

The ability to go at my own pace.

how every teacher is so so nice and so loving.

i dont know

Being able to work at my own pace.

I really love all of the teachers that I have connected with at CCS. They really care about me and not

just about my school life but also my life outside of school. They are all incredibly helpful when I

need, very patient, and really want to help me succeed and do the best on everything that I can.



the teachers are very nice and very helpful

there isnt a certain time you have to have your hw done for the day

The teachers

i can work ahead and not have to wait for other students.

layout

That it gives me a flexible work schedule and decent workload. And I am able to keep in contact with

teachers and learning coach.

There nature program classes. It was the first experience to any nature class in a school and it was

an amazing and fun experience.

Flexibility

How responsive the teachers are and how much they can help me

The teachers, learning coach, counselors all seem to care about my education. They all answer

questions in a timely manner.

the teachers, how they make accommodations for me and my health.

The teachers.

the short school days

The teachers are all very willing to help you whenever you need it

How amazing they are when working with students and ensuring they get what they need

you can do it any time if the day

The teachers respond really fast and they help you the best that they can.

I like the read aloud and all the meetings.

the nice ness

How schedules are organized between work time and meeting time.

How flexible it is, I can do my work day, night or on weekends. Which is great because my family life

is busy and different everyday.

Nothing

One thing I would like to change about CCS is...

nothing

nothing

Nothing



How you have to wait for the question to finish talking before you can answer

The community engagement assignments.

Teachers

Nothing

I would like more interaction with the people at CCS. It is extremely hard to make friends when there

is not many meetings with classmates and I am not comfortable just randomly emailing people I do

not know. It would also be nice to have more meetings with teachers as well. I do email them once in

a while, but usually it is about questions I have. Most of the teachers (not all) don't reach out to me,

and some I never even got an email from at the beginning of the semester saying that they were my

teacher for the class. I think meeting with actual people would be nice because often it feels like I

am alone in the program and just keep staring at a screen. I like that the teachers are always there

when I need them, but I think it would also be more beneficial to have a scheduled meeting just say

once a week to really stay connected and be sure to take time out of my day to interact with others.

Nothing really

Everything is great! I just kind of wish their were more elective options to choose from.

Unsure

Nothing in particular.

something i did not really enjoy were some of the activies in advisory. for example, the salt lab. my

parents cant take me to do things like that becase the work multiple jobs.

nothing really

Nothing.

staff answering me

I can't think of anything

One thing I would like to change is how they check for attendance in the mornings. It would be more

fun if it were a fun would you rather posted in the google classroom instead...

if there were more at school actives, like dances

diffrent times for the teachers for example like they say that you can work until midnight but the

teacher wont help you if its passed 3 i wish that their was a teacher that stayed up or a diffrent

teacher fo a diffrent time



How do you promote the mission of CCS : "Growing environmentally literate, community
impacting learnings of excellence"?

that it is easy

you have the greatest people to help you

I tell everyone how good of a school it is

by doing humun encounters with nature

Good

By recycling

Nothing

I feel like since I joined CCS, I have become more mindful of my impact on the environment and the

way that I affect it. I feel like this has happened through the salt watch program, weekly meetings

with Mrs. Thompson, going OUTSIDE for weekly nature journalism, and the environmental project in

8th grade.

by learning the environment we can learn more way to help eachother grow like the plants in a

garden.

Could post it on social media to let other people know about it

i dont know

i don't know

By telling my family about new things I have learned through the classes and program and showing

my little sister a lot of the cool videos that I see with in my courses.

by following instructions

talkabout how it helps me.

to keep on going

??

I'm aware that I cause things, and I attempt to make them positive.

idk




